Beginning College Survey of Student Engagement (BCSSE) Advising Tool
This Advising Tool is based on (1) first-time freshmen data (items shaded in orange) that include gender, ethnicity, high school GPA, test scores, firstgeneration status, residency, college of enrollment, attempted hours, high school and whether or not a student resides on campus and (2) student
responses to the Beginning College Survey of Student Engagement (BCSSE) which is administered during Camp War Eagle orientation. A student’s
probability of enrolling next fall and her expected fall 1 GPA are calculated using models for prior cohorts of first-time freshmen who completed
BCSSE. These predicted values help identify students who are at risk of getting low grades or not returning next fall. Variables from the models are
displayed on the tool. When you enter a student’s Banner ID, the information about this student, including her expected fall 1 GPA and probability of
enrolling next fall will appear on the screen:
Enter student ID here

Based on data
for similar
students from
prior cohorts,
this student
has 0.98
likelihood of
returning
next fall.

This student’s
expected fall 1
GPA is 3.26
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For most items on the tool there are two values. One value is from the actual student records or responses and
the other value is a part of the form which can be manipulated so that an adviser can review how a different
response would have affected the predicted fall 1 GPA and the probability of returning next fall.
Actual student responses

Values on the form can be
manipulated to estimate how
a different response would
have affected the prediction.

The predicted GPA and probability of retention are based on actual student records and responses. The adjusted
GPA and retention are based on values from the form. As long as the values on the form and the actual student
records and responses match, the predicted and adjusted GPA and probability of enrollment are the same:

If values on the form are changed, the adjusted GPA and probability of returning next fall will change
accordingly thus giving an adviser an opportunity to see how a different response would have affected this
student’s odds of success. Some of the variables on the tool—gender, ethnicity, high school GPA, etc.—cannot
be manipulated, but are controlled for in the adjusted scores.
Let’s change some values for a student considered here. What if, instead of selecting “2” on a scale from 1=Not
very certain to 6=Very certain, this student reported that he is certain he will finish something he has started?
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Based on the adjusted scores, this would not change this student’s probability of coming back next fall, but it
would increase this student’s expected fall 1 GPA from 3.26 to 3.36:
Predicted and Adjusted Fall 1 GPA and
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Similarly, one can manipulate other variables on the tool to evaluate their effects on expected fall 1 GPA and
probability of enrolling next fall. If you need to evaluate an effect of a single variable, please make sure that the
values of the other variables on the form match actual student records and responses.
Please note that about 5% of first-time freshmen either did not complete BCSSE or did not provide sufficient
identifying information. When you enter an ID of such a student, you will receive a warning in the top right
corner of the form: “The student did not complete BCSSE/Match not found. Manipulating values of BCSSE
variables will not work.”

For students who either did not complete BCSSE or did not provide sufficient identifying information, predicted
values are based on separate models that include only student records (shaded in orange on the form). For these
students one can manipulate only three variables—college, attempted hours, and living on campus.
If a student has questions about the survey or advisor’s access to survey responses, here is an extract from the
information letter that was distributed during the survey administration:
Your ID and name are requested so that your responses can be matched with Auburn University records for
three reasons: (1) assessing new student programs, (2) providing individualized information to your academic
advisor, and (3) to invite you to complete a possible follow-up survey this next spring. By completing the survey
you give Auburn University permission to link your responses to your academic records, as well as to your
responses to a possible follow-up survey.
While not all student responses to BCSSE were used to predict the fall 1 GPA and probability of retention, these
responses are provided on a separate sheet. The screenshot of the sheet with responses to BCSSE is provided
below.
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